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Cultural Marxism is still the enemy of life, liberty and happiness
Krauser PUA | 2 November, 2011 | by krauserpua

I’ll have a few words to say about the current spat between PUAs and MRAs that’s cluttering up teh
interwebs. Till then I’ll leave you to ponder on this news that appeared in the Telegraph. On the off-
chance anyone is wondering if I still consider myself an MRA, and if I intend to get married…..
Report: “Divorced fathers are to be denied a legal right to a relationship with their children in a review

of family law due to be published tomorrow.”
My prediction (not recommendation) is pushing much further will lead to lots and lots of murders. At the
moment allowing “meaningful contact” with the kids stolen from him give the father one last thread to
retain involvement in society. Cut that thread and the State creates angry desperados. Angry desperate
men who know the names and addresses of the people who destroyed their lives. That’s a ticking time
bomb.

It’s all well and good to learn Game so I can date the women I want, but never forget this is an individual
response to a society-level problem. I’m not going to throw myself under a bus for the good of society.
I’ve already written about that.Â No matter how good life gets in Game, no matter how much success,
and no matter how relaxed and chill I become I never forget the simple fact: Modern western society is
collapsing because it is turning all the virtues of it’s men into vices to be punished.Â 
Fuck the lot of them
Feminists and Cultural Marxists are still my sworn enemy. I simply don’t write about it much anymore.
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